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Z\;RQNPCBV@cHKM´QeBk×ÊHKBVMIPjØÀH=Ù~B^MO;=QÚWNH=P#>&Û,>&@^ÜR>qSH=PkHÝ¨;Þ+>&@VØ¦JLF ÝNHK@cHRSÊM´ÜRÛ9Ø¦;=@kÛ,;xSL>&F´MOQLÜÇHRQNS
PC;=FOßxM´QLÜ¶FIHK@^ÜR>Ù&;RÛ-<NMOQNHKBV;=@VMIHKFEÝL@V;=<LF´>&ÛP&Y×ÊÙcWL>qSÊJLF´MOQNÜ/HKQ?S¾@V>qPC;=JL@cÙ>HRFOF´;ÊÙ&HB^MO;=QàHK@^>
PC;=ÛÌ>Ú;KØkB^WL>Ú>qHK@^FOM´>APCBHRÝLÝLF´M´ÙAHBVM´;RQáHK@^>AHRPÄ;KØkB^WLM´PB^>AÙcWLQL;=FO;=ÜR]ãâ ä?åVæKçY\èhQàBVWNM´PSÊ;ÊÙJÊé
ÛÌ>AQeBAåÊÞ+>#SLM´P^ÙJNP^PaHPVÝ¨>AÙMOê?Ù#HKÝNÝLFOMIÙ&HKBVM´;RQ;KØ$Ù&;RQNPCBV@cHKM´QeB+P^HB^M´PCØÀHRÙBVM´;RQ·B^>AÙcWLQNM´ëeJL>qP+BV;,H
@V>qHKFOéÞ+;R@^F´SHKÝNÝLFOMIÙ&HKBVM´;RQ8Y¨ìaWLMIP2MIPBVWN>HRP^PVMOÜ=QLÛ,>&QeB2;KØ¿DG@cHRSÊJNHKBV>-ì)>AH=ÙcWLM´QLÜ·íµP^PCMIPCB^HKQeBcP
î D#ì$íEïGB^;UÙ&;RJL@cPV>APGMOQðB^WL>·ñµ>AÝNHK@VBVÛ,>AQ=B;RØZ\;=ÛÌÝNJÊBV>A@-×ÊÙM´>&QNÙ&>·HKQNSÚòÆQLÜ=MOQN>&>&@^M´QLÜU;KØ
BVWL>kó2QNMOß=>&@cPCMOBj],;KØ)ôµ>&<L@cHRPVõHéhö8M´QNÙ;=FOQ8YeìaWL>#M´SL>AH-Ø¦;R@\BVWLMIPaÝNHK@VBVMIÙJNF´HR@+HRÝLÝLF´M´ÙAHBVM´;RQÄÞ+H=P
Ø¦;RJLQNS;RQBVWL>ÌÞ\>A<ÝNHRÜR>;KØ\:M´QNHñµ>qÙcWeBV>&@kHKBµBVWN>,óµQLM´ßR>&@cPVMBj]U;KØZ+HKF´MØ¦;=@VQLMIHLå¨èh@^ßeM´QL>=Y
ìaWLM´PµHKÝLÝLF´MIÙ&HB^MO;=QMIPaM´QØÀH=Ù~BµH,Ù@^MOBVMIÙ&HKF8HRQNSUHK@cSÊJL;=JNP+@V>qPCÝ¨;RQNPVM´<LMOF´MOBj]BVWNHKBBVWL>SL>&ÝNHR@CBVé
ÛÌ>AQeBA÷ P2HRSÊÛ,M´QLMIPjB^@^HKBVM´;RQÄW?HRP+BV;W?HKQNSÊF´>#>&ß=>&@^]·PC>AÛÌ>qPjB^>&@qY
ì¿]xÝLMIÙ&HRFOF´]Rå>AH=ÙcWPV>&Û,>APCBV>A@ÆHGÝ?;x;RFÊ;RØ[ø=ù2B^;#ä=ú#D#ì)íEPnÛ-JNPCBn<?>2H=PVPVM´ÜRQL>qS-HRP$Ü=@^H=SÊ>&@cP
;R@ M´QNPCBV@^JNÙ~B^;R@cPB^;2BVWN>\ÛHûj;=@VMOBj]µ;RØNÙ;=JL@^PV>AP ;Kü[>&@^>ASkSÊJN@VM´QLÜ2B^WNHB PC>AÛ,>APCBV>&@qYqèhQkBVWL>\ÝNHRPCBAå
BVWLMIP8BcHRPVõ#WNHRP <?>A>&Q-Ý¨>&@VØ¦;R@^Û,>AS#<x]#WNHKQ?Sk<x]#PV>&ß=>&@cHKFKÛ,>AÛ-<¨>&@cP ;RØÊBVWL>+PjBcHüHKQNS#ØÀH=ÙJLFOBj]RY
ì >AQ=BcHB^MOß=>aP^ÙcWL>qSÊJLF´>AP Þ+>&@^>+MOBV>A@^HKBVM´ßR>AFO]@^>ê?QL>ASÌHKQNSJLÝ[SLHB^>AS,<NH=PC>qS-;=Q-Ø¦>A>ASÊ<?HRÙcõkØ¦@^;RÛ
;KBVWN>&@ØÀHRÙJNFBj]¾Û,>&Û<?>A@^PUHRQNS¾B^WL>ðPCBVJ?SÊ>&QeB^PB^WL>&ÛPV>&F´ßR>APAåaMOQãH¶B^>ASÊM´;RJ?PHRQNSà>A@V@^;R@Vé
ÝL@V;=QL>#ÝL@^;xÙ&>AP^P2SÊ@cHKÜ=ÜRM´QLÜ;ß=>&@æ,Þ+>&>&õÊPAYÊè¼BµÞaHRPëeJLMOBV>-Ù&;RÛ,Û,;RQBVWNHKB2BVWL>#ê?QNHKF8W?HKQNSxé
Û,H=SÊ>\H=PVPVM´ÜRQLÛ,>&QeBcP8PjB^MOF´FÊÙ;=Q=BcHKM´QL>ASkHµQxJLÛ-<¨>&@);KØNÙ;=QÊýNMIÙ~BcP)HRQNSkM´QNÙ;=QNPCMIPCBV>&Q?ÙM´>APAå&ÞWLMIÙcW
QL>&ÜeHBVM´ßR>AFO]¶HKü¨>qÙ~BcP,BVWL>»ëeJNHRFOMOBj]¶;RØE;RJN@ÝL@V;=ÜR@cHKÛUYnþL;=@MOQNPCB^HRQNÙ>=ånÞWL>&Q¾H6Ù;=JL@cPC>M´P
HRP^PCM´ÜRQL>qS¶H6D#ì)íBVWNHKBÌW?HRPÌFOMOBCB^FO>UõxQL;ÞF´>ASÊÜ=>·;KØEBVWL>UPVJL<Êûj>AÙBÌÛHKBCBV>A@Aå$B^WL>Ù&;RJL@cPV>R÷ P

MOQNPCBV@^JNÙBV;R@GWNH=PµB^;·BcHKõR>Ì;ßR>A@EHÄF´HR@VÜ=>-Ý¨;R@VBVM´;RQ»;RØÆBVWL>·D#ì$í÷ P\ûj;R<ÚHRQNSÇB^WL>D#ì)í WNH=P
BV;M´QxßR>APCB¿Ù;=QNPVM´SÊ>A@^HR<LF´>+>&ü¨;=@CB¿BV;HRSûjJNPjB¿BV;kB^WL>µPVMB^JNHB^MO;=Q8YÇ;=@V>A;ßR>A@AåPCBVJNSÊ>AQeB^PÆM´Q,BVWN>
Ù;RJN@^PV>EÛH]·@^>AÙ&>&M´ßR>#SÊM´ÛÌM´QLMIPCWN>ASØ¦>&>qSÊ<NH=Ùcõ·HKQNSJLQÊØÀHRMO@Ü=@^H=SÊM´QLÜNY
 JL@¿>&ü¨;=@CBcPÆM´QÄÛ,;ÊSÊ>&F´MOQNÜHKQ?SPC;=FOßxM´QLÜkBVWNM´P+ÝL@^;R<LF´>&Û JNPVMOQNÜÙ;=QNPCBV@cHKM´Q=B\ÝL@V;ÊÙ&>AP^PCM´QLÜ
BV>AÙcWNQLM´ëeJL>qP8WNHß=>n@V>qPCJNFB^>AS#M´Q-HaÝL@^;KBV;RBj]xÝ?>¿PV]ÊPjB^>&ÛãJLQNSÊ>A@8êN>AF´SÊéB^>APCB MOQ-;RJL@ SL>&ÝNHR@CB^ÛÌ>AQeB
PCM´QNÙ>íµJLÜRJNPCB¿øKú=ú Gâ çYKìaWLMIPnPV]xPCBV>AÛ WNH=P >ü[>AÙ~B^MOß=>&F´]@^>ASÊJNÙ&>AS-BVWL>aQxJLÛ<?>A@n;KØ?;=<xßeM´;RJ?P
Ù;RQLýNM´ÙB^PAå B^WxJNPÌ]eM´>&FISÊM´QLÜÚHÚÙ;=ÛÌÛ,>AQNPCJN@^HKBV>·M´QNÙ@^>AH=PC>ÄMOQ Ù;RJN@^PV>ÄëeJNHKF´MOBj]RY$è¼BWNH=PHRF´PV;
SÊ>AÙ&@V>qHRPV>ASBVWL>·HRÛÌ;=JLQeBk;KØ+BVM´ÛÌ>HKQNSÚ>ü[;R@VB-PCÝ¨>&QeB;=QðÛHRõeM´QLÜBVWN>·HRP^PCM´ÜRQLÛ,>AQ=BHRQNS
Ü=HKM´QL>qS·B^WL>HKÝLÝN@V;ßHKFHRQNSP^HB^M´PCØÀHRÙBVM´;RQ;KØ$;RJL@2PCB^HKü$åÊØÀH=ÙJLFOBj]ÄHRQNSPCBVJ?SÊ>&QeB2<¨;xSL]RY
èhQÄB^WLM´PaÝ?HKÝ¨>&@qåÊÞ\>#SÊ>AP^Ù@^M´<?>GBVWN>GÛ,;ÊSÊ>AFOM´QLÜ,;KØ)BVWLMIPHKÝLÝNFOMIÙ&HKBVM´;RQ8åxÞWLMIÙcWM´QxßR;=FOß=>AP+H
QeJNÛ-<¨>&@$;KØLQL;=QÊé<NMOQNHR@V]#Ù;=QNPCBV@cHKM´Q=BcP&YAèhQ;R@cSÊ>A@8BV;#SÊ>qHKFRÞMOBVW-BVWL>\ØÀHRÙB B^WNHB$BVWL>+ÝL@^;R<LF´>&Û
M´P HKF´ÞaH]xP ;ßR>A@CéhÙ;=QNPjB^@^HRMOQN>ASå~Þ+>\ÝN@V;=Ý?;ePC>+H2QL>AÞ Ù;=Qeß=>&QeBVM´;RQØ¦;R@ Ù;RQ?PCMIPjB^>&QNÙ&]kÙcWL>AÙcõxM´QLÜ
BVWNHKBnHRFOF´;Þ2P8ßHR@VMIHK<LF´>AP BV;#<¨>+H=PVPVM´ÜRQL>qSH  µßHRFOJN>RYþLJL@VBVWN>&@qåqÞ+>+M´SÊ>AQeBVMOØ¦]-HµQN>&ÞÉBj]xÝ¨>
;KØ[QL;RQÊé¼<LM´QNHK@^]Ù;=QNPCBV@cHKM´Q=B B^WNHBÆÞ+>Ù&HKF´F   !#"%$'&(  HKQNSÌSÊ>AÛÌ;=QNPCBV@cHBV>+B^;
<?>,QL>&BjÞ\;=@VõÇSÊ>qÙ;RÛ,Ý¨;=P^HK<LF´>Äâ )ç¼+Y *Ú>,M´QeBV@^;xSLJNÙ>BVWL>Ù&;RQÊêNQN>&Û,>&QeBkHKQNS>AëeJNHKF´MOBj]»Ù;RQLé
PjB^@^HRMOQeB^PAåqÜRM´ßR>ÆB^WL>&M´@ @V>&Ø¦;R@^Û-JLFIHB^MO;=QHRP$HµQN>BjÞ+;R@^õE;RØN<LM´QNHK@^]kÙ;RQ?PjB^@^HRMOQeB^PAåHKQNS->&ßHKF´JNHB^>
BVWL>G>ü[>AÙB^Pa;KØB^WL>APV>G@V>&Ø¦;R@^Û-JLFIHB^MO;=QNP¿;=QBVWN>GÝ¨>&@VØ¦;R@^ÛHKQNÙ&>2;KØ)<NHRÙcõeBV@cHRÙcõ,PV>AHK@cÙcWJNPVMOQNÜ
@V>qHKFOéÞ+;R@^F´SðSLHKB^H»PV>BcP-Þ+>·WNHß=>·Ù;RF´F´>AÙ~B^>AS,Y *Ú>HK@^ÜRJL>·BVWNHKBAå)H=P-H@V>qPCJLFOB-;RØa;=JL@-Ý?HK@Vé
BVMIÙJLFIHK@-Ù&;RQNPVMIPjB^>&QNÙ&]=éhÙcWL>qÙcõeM´QLÜÛ,>AÙcWNHRQLM´PVÛUåBVWN>·@V>&Ø¦;R@^Û-JLFIHB^MO;=QÚ;RØ\B^WL>ÄÙ&;RQÊêNQN>&Û,>&QeBAå
>AëeJNHKF´MOBj]Rå?HRQNS»HRFOFOé¼SLMü[>&@^>&QeBEÙ&;RQNPCBV@cHKM´QeB^P2M´QeBV;QL>BjÞ+;R@^õÊP;KØÆ<LM´QNHR@V]UÙ;=QNPjB^@^HRMOQeBcP]xMO>AF´SLP
> -LHRÙBVF´]#BVWL>aPVHRÛ,>¿B^@V>A>\HKQ?SkBVWN>aP^HKÛ,>aSÊ;RÛHRMOQ@^>ASLJNÙ~B^MO;=QNP)Ø¦;R@$<NHRÙcõeBV@cHRÙcõ#PV>AHK@cÙcWÞWLM´F´>
PCJL<?PjBcHKQeBVMIHKF´FO]Ä@V>qSÊJNÙM´QLÜÌBVWN>/Z .¿óãBVM´Û,>RY
ìaWLM´PÆÝNHKÝ¨>&@nMIPÆPCBV@^JNÙ~B^JL@V>qS,HRP$Ø¦;RF´F´;Þ2P&YR×x>qÙ~B^MO;=QÄøESL>êNQL>qPÆHkÙ;=QNPCBV@cHKM´Q=BÆP^HB^M´PCØÀHRÙBVM´;RQ
ÝL@V;=<LF´>&ÛUY¨×x>qÙ~B^MO;=Q»æ·SÊ>AP^Ù@^M´<?>qPBVWN>ÌD#ì$íHRP^PVMOÜ=QLÛ,>&QeB2ÝL@^;R<LF´>&ÛUY¨×Ê>AÙ~B^MO;=QÇäÄSÊMIPVÙ&JNP^PC>qP
MBcP Ø¦;R@^Û-JLFIHB^MO;=QH=PnHµê?QLMB^>RåKQN;RQÊé¼<LM´QNHK@^]Za× . Ye×x>qÙ~B^MO;=Q,ùGSÊMIPVÙ&JNP^PC>qP$BVWL>@^>Ø¦;=@VÛJLF´HKBVM´;RQ
;KØnÙ;RQLêNQL>&Û,>AQ=BµHRQNS>AëeJNHRFOMOBj]ÄÙ;=QNPCBV@cHKM´Q=BcPaMOQeB^;Ì>qëeJLMOßHRFO>AQ=B2QN>BjÞ+;R@^õxPa;RØ$<NMOQNHR@V]Ù;RQLé
PjB^@^HRMOQeB^PAY)þ$M´QNHKF´F´]Rå$×Ê>AÙ~B^MO;=1Q 0»SÊ>qPVÙ&@VM´<?>qP;=JL@-> -xÝ¨>&@^M´ÛÌ>AQeB^P-HRQNS¶×x>qÙ~BVM´;R2Q UÙ;=QNÙF´JNSÊ>qP
BVWLMIPÝNHRÝ?>A@AY
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í Z\;RQNPCBV@cHKM´QeB×ÊHB^M´PCØÀHRÙBVM´;R;Q .Æ@^;R<LF´>&Û î Za× .\ïÇM´P»H B^@VM´ÝLF´>Rå P = (V, D, C) åµÞWL>A@V>
MIP$HEPV>B$;KØNßHK@^MIHK<LF´>APAåqHRQNS
MIP B^WL>aPC>&B
V = {V , V , . . . , V }
ßHR@VMIHK<NFO>SÊ;=Û,HRMOQ?P&åRPVJNÙcWÌBVW?HB D M´P B^WL>µSÊ;=ÛHKM´QÌD;R=Øß{D
HR@VMIHK<N,FOD> V Y, .*¾. .WL,>&DQ,B^WL}>µSÊ;=Û,HRMOQ?P
HK@^>-êNQNMB^>RåB^WL>ÄZa× . M´P#P^HKMIS»B^;<¨>ÌêNQLMOBV>=Y C = {C , C , . . . , C , . . . C } MIP#H
PC>&Ba;RØ$Ù&;RQNPCBV@cHKM´QeB^PaPCJ?ÙcWÄB^WNHB C M´QNSÊMIÙ&HB^>APHÌÙ;=QNPjB^@^HRMOQeBa<?>&BjÞ\>A>&QßHK@^M´HR<LFO>qP V HRQNS
Y[×xJNÙcW»HÙ;=QNPCBV@cHKM´Q=B î MY >RY´å C ïPVÝ?>qÙMOêN>APBVWL>-PV>BE;KØnHKF´FO;ÞaHK<LF´>GBVJLÝNFO>qP2;KØ ßHKF´JL>AP
V
BVWNHKB-Ù&HKQð<¨>·HRP^PCM´ÜRQL>qSÇB^;B^WL>ßHK@^M´HR<LF´>AP V HKQNS V Y)í1Ù;RQ?PjB^@^HRMOQeBkÙ&HKQð<¨>·PCÝ¨>AÙ&MêN>qS
MOQÚ> -xBV>AQNPCM´;RQ î HRFOF´;Þ+HR<LF´>kBVJLÝNFO>qPGHR@V>>&QxJLÛ,>&@cHB^>ASNï2;R@GMOQðM´Q=B^>&QNPVM´;RQ î HÄÝL@^>ASLM´ÙAHBV>ÌSÊ>é
BV>&@^Û,MOQN>APGÞWL>B^WL>&@HÜRM´ßR>AQ»B^JLÝLF´>ÌMIP#HRÙAÙ>&ÝLB^HK<NFO>ï~YþL;=@#HÜRM´ßR>AQÚÙ&;RQNPCBV@cHKM´QeB C å
BVWL>#PC>&B\;RØ8ßHR@VMIHK<NFO>qP V , V , . . . , V MIP¿BVWL>#Ù;=QNPjB^@^HRMOQeBq÷ P <#HRQNS,BVWN>EÙ&HR@^SLMOQNHRFOMOBj]Ì;KØ
BVWLMIP2PV>BM´PBVWL>Ù&;RQNPCBV@cHKM´QeBA÷ =P $'"!&(#>?Y
þL;R@^ÛHKF´FO]=åPC;=FOßxM´QLÜkHkZa?× . P @ (V, D, C) åK@^>AëeJLM´@V>qP ê?QNSÊM´QLÜHKQHRP^PVMOÜ=QLÛ,>&QeB)B^;k>AH=ÙcW
Ø¦@V;=Û MBcP$SL;RÛHKM´Q PCJ?ÙcWBVW?HBnHKF´FeÙ&;RQNPCBV@cHKM´QeB^P HR@V>+PCM´Û-JNFBcHKQL>A;RJNPVFO]#P^HBVMIPCêN>ASY
V ∈V
ÇJNÙcW>ü[;R@VB+M´Q@^>APV>AHR@^ÙcWÄD
;RQ·ê?QLMB^>-Za× ./MIP+Ø¦;ÊÙJNPV>AS;RQ<LM´QNHK@^]·Ù;=QNPjB^@^HRMOQeBcP&åeMOQÞWLMIÙcW
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;RQLF´]Ù;RQ?PjB^@^HRMOQeB^PÆÞMB^WHK@^MOBj] ≤ øHR@V>EÙ;RQ?PCMISÊ>&@^>AS î QL;KBcHK<LF´>2>-ÊÙ&>&ÝÊB^MO;=QNP\HR@V>-â qúLå=å%0KçïY
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 ÚÑLÒ  5 Ó 587GÏµÖjÐLÖjÒ¿Ï
ìaWL>»D#ì)í H=PVPVMOÜ=QLÛ,>&QeBÝL@^;R<LF´>&Û ÙAHKQ <?>»PCB^HKBV>AS H=P-Ø¦;=FOF´;Þ2PAYnèhQ HðÜRM´ßR>AQ PV>&Û,>qPjB^>&@qå
ÜRM´ßR>&Q6HÇPV>B G ;KØÜR@cHRSLJNHB^>-B^>AHRÙcWNMOQLÜ»H=PVPVMIPjBcHKQeB^PAå8HUPC>&B V ;KØÙ;=JL@^PV>APAå8HKQ?SðHÇPV>B;RØ
Ù;RQ?PjB^@^HRMOQeB^P)B^WNHB\PVÝ¨>AÙMOØ¦]HRFOF´;ÞaHK<LF´>+H=PVPVM´ÜRQLÛ,>&QeBcP&åqêNQNSH  !&   nHKQNS $ &  $  '"!>
HRP^PCM´ÜRQLÛ,>AQ=Ba;KØÆD#ì$íµPaB^;,Ù&;RJL@cPV>APAYÊ×ÊMOQNÙ&>kMOQÝL@cHRÙBVMIÙ>GBVWLMIPÝL@^;R<NFO>AÛ M´PPV]ÊPjB^>&ÛHB^M´ÙAHKF´FO]
;ßR>&@VéhÙ;RQ?PjB^@^HRMOQL>qSå[PC;=ÛÌ>·Ù&;RJL@cPV>APGMOQ6B^WL>,êNQNHRF¿HRP^PVMOÜ=QLÛ,>&QeBÛH]»QL;KBW?HßR>·D#ì)íHRPCé
PCM´ÜRQL>qSÇB^;ÄB^WL>&ÛUY8í2Q6HRP^PVMOÜ=QLÛ,>&QeBEMIP#PVHRM´S»BV;<?> Ù;RQ?PCMIPjB^>&QeBA÷[ÞWL>AQQL;UÙ;=QNPCBV@cHKM´Q=BGM´P
<L@V;=õR>AQÄ>&ß=>&QMØnPV;RÛ,>kÙ;RJN@^PV>AP+WNHß=>GQN;KB<?>A>&QÇHRP^PVMOÜ=QL>ASHD#ì)í-Y
×xMOQ?Ù>B^WL>-Ü=;=HRF ;KØnB^WL>,SÊ>&ÝNHR@CB^Û,>&QeBµMIP2B^;Ä>&Q?PCJL@^>ÌD#ì$í PCJLÝNÝ?;=@CB2B^;Ä>AßR>&@^]UÙ;RJN@^PV>
BVWNHKB¿QL>&>qSLPn;=QL>Rå=Þ\>Û,>AH=PCJN@V>+BVWN>µSÊ>&Ü=@V>A>;KØ P^HB^M´PCØÀHRÙBVM´;RQ8÷R;KØ8HkPC;=FOJLBVM´;RQ,ÝL@^MOÛHK@^M´FO]<x]
BVWL>QxJLÛ<?>A@2;KØnÙ;=JL@cPC>qP+BVWNHKBµHK@^>HRP^PCM´ÜRQL>qSH·D#ì$íå?HKQNSå¨PC>qÙ;=QNSLHK@^M´FO]<x]ÄMOB^PEëeJNHKF´MBj]
MOQBV>A@VÛPa;RØ PV;RÛ,>#ÝL@^>Ø¦>&@^>&Q?Ù>#Ù@^MB^>&@^M´HBVW?HB2Þ+>#SLM´P^ÙJNP^PaM´QÇ×Ê>AÙ~B^MO;=QæNY ä?Y


 "!$#%"

*)

+ ,.-/ "!$#%"

ìaWL>µÙ;=JL@cPC>qP)M´Q,BVWNM´P¿ÝL@V;=<LF´>&Û ÙAHKQ,<¨>µSÊ>AP^Ù@^M´<?>qS<x]ÌHkPC>&BÆ;KØ[Ø¦>AHKBVJL@^>APAYRìaWL>qPC>aØ¦>qHBVJN@V>qP
SÊ>B^>&@^ÛÌM´QL>-PV;RÛ,>k;RØ$B^WL>Ù&;RQNSLMB^MO;=QNPJLQNSL>&@µÞWNM´ÙcW»H,Ü=MOß=>&Q»D#ì)í Ù&HRQ<¨>-H=PVPVMOÜ=QL>ASB^;
HUÝNHK@VBVMIÙJLFIHK@Ù&;RJL@cPV>RY8ìaWL>A]ÚHK@^>'&8Ù&;RJL@cPV>Bj]xÝ¨>Rå Ù&;RJL@cPV>,SLJL@^HKBVM´;RQ8åÛ,>A>BVM´QLÜÇB^MOÛ,>·HRQNS
Ù;RJN@^PV>EÞ+>&M´ÜRWeBqYLT\>AFO;ÞáÞ\>kSÊ>qPVÙ&@VM´<¨>EB^WL>APV>#Ø¦>AHKBVJL@^>APAY
*Ú>2MISÊ>AQ=B^MØ¦]æSLM´PCBVM´QNÙ~B\Bj]xÝ?>qPÆ;KØ8Ù&;RJL@cPC>qPn;Kü[>&@^>A
S &KFO>qÙ~B^JL@V>qP&å=F´HR<NPAå=HKQ?S,@V>qÙMOB^HB^MO;=QNPAY
ìaWL>APV>ÌÙ&;RJL@cPV>APEÛ,H]U@^>AëeJLM´@V>ÌHD#ì$í HRPG>&MOBVWN>&@kHKQÚMOQNPCBV@^JNÙBV;R@G;R@#Ü=@^H=SÊMOQNÜÄHRP^PCMIPCB^HKQeBqå
;R@Æ<¨;KB^W8YRö HR<NPÆHRQNSÌ@V>qÙMOB^HB^MO;=QNP @^>AëeJLM´@V>µD#ì$íµPÆH=PnM´QNPjB^@VJ?Ù~BV;=@^PAåÞWLM´FO>µFO>qÙ~BVJN@V>qPnJNPVJNHKF´FO]
@V>që=JNMO@^>¿D#ì)íEP)H=P8Ü=@^H=SÊMOQNÜaH=PVPVMIPjBcHKQeB^PAY&þL>AÞÉ> -LÙ>AÝÊBVM´;RQ?P8> -ÊMIPjB$HKQNSkHR@V>Æ> -ÊÝLFOMIÙMOBVF´]#PjBcHBV>qS
<e]·BVWL>H=SÊÛ,MOQLMIPCBV@cHBV;=@aMOQÇÙcWNHR@VÜ=>E;RØ BVWN>HRP^PCM´ÜRQLÛ,>AQ=BqY
ìaWL>\SÊJN@^HKBVM´;RQ;RØ?HµÙ&;RJL@cPC>\ÞMB^WLM´QHµPV>&Û,>qPjB^>&@$Û,H]#ßHK@^]RYìaWL>A@V>+HK@^>ÆBVWN@V>A>¿Ý¨;=P^PCM´<LF´>
MOQeBV>A@VßHRF´PEH·Ù;=JL@^PV>ÛH]PVÝNHRQ &NB^WL>Ø¦JNFOF PC>AÛ,>APCBV>&@qåLB^WL>ê?@^PCBEWNHRFØn;RØnBVWL>ÌPC>AÛÌ>qPjB^>&@qåN;=@
BVWL>PV>AÙ&;RQNSWNHKFOØjYNìaWL>GB^MOÛ,>PVÝNHKQNPa;RØ)B^WL>kWNHRFØ PC>AÛÌ>qPjB^>&@cPHK@^>GSLM´PÀûj;RM´QeBAY
*Ú>2Ù&;RQNPVM´SL>&@¿Ù&;RJL@cPC>qP)BVWNHKB¿WNHßR>HG
ê -Ê>qSåRÝL@^>ASL>BV>A@VÛ,M´QL>ASÌÛ,>&>&BVM´QLÜ#BVM´Û,>RåePCÝ¨>AÙ&MêN>qS
<e]BVM´ÛÌ>;RØ¨SLH]HRQNSÌSLH]ÊP);RØNB^WL>Þ\>A>&õ[Y Ç>&>&BVM´QLÜGBVM´Û,>APÆHR@V>aPCM´ÜRQNMê?ÙAHKQeB MOQÙ&H=PC>qP$ÞWL>&@^>
H,D#ì$í MIPa@V>qëeJLMO@^>ASHRPHRQM´QNPCBV@^JNÙ~B^;R%@ &LH·D#ì)í ÙAHKQLQN;KB<?>H=PVPVM´ÜRQL>qS·B^;B^>AH=ÙcWUHÌÜ=MOß=>&Q
Ù;RJN@^PV> A MOØ$WN>G;=@PCWL>#MIPa>&QL@^;RF´F´>AS·M´QUHKQL;RBVWL>A@2Ù;RJN@^PV>2B^WNHB2;ß=>&@^F´HRÝNPÆM´QBVM´ÛÌ>#ÞMOBVW A Y
.Æ@VM´;R@aB^;·HRP^PCM´ÜRQNÛÌ>AQeBAåÊ>AH=ÙcWÇÙ;RJN@^PV>#M´P2H=PVPVM´ÜRQL>qSHRQ> -ÊÝ?>qÙ~BV>qSUÞ\>AMOÜ=WeBAYLìaWLMIPµÙAHKQUH
@V>qHKF¨ßHRFOJN>µM´Q·BVWN>EM´QeBV>&@^ßHKF$â úNå &ç¨<NJÊB+MIP\JNPCJ?HKF´FO]H-SLM´P^Ù@^>B^>µßHKF´JL> î MY >=YOåÊúLåxúLYøRùLå=úNY ùLå=;=@
qï~Yí Ù;=JL@^PV>
ÞMOBVW
MOQ?SÊM´ÙAHB^>APEBVWNHKBGQN;UD#ì$í PVWL;=JLF´S<?>,HRP^PVMOÜ=QL>AS
BV; A Yô2;RQLé (A>&@^A;·Þ\>AMOÜ=Weweight(A)
BµßHKF´JL>APGHK@^>=SÊ0MIP^ÙJNP^PC>qSÇM´Q»Û,;R@^>SÊ>&B^HKM´F$MOQ6×x>AÙBVM´;RQæNY ø·ÞWL>&@^>
Þ\>#M´Q=B^@V;ÊSÊJ?Ù>GBVWL>#Ø¦>qHB^JL@V>qPa;KØÆD#ì)íEP&Y
èhQ6BVWL>ÝL@^>&ßxM´;RJNPkPV>AÙBVM´;RQ6Þ+>Ü=HßR>HRQð;ß=>&@^ßxMO>AÞ ;KØ+BVWL>HBCB^@VM´<LJÊB^>APk;RØaÙ&;RJL@cPV>APAY8ìaWLM´P
PC>qÙ~BVM´;RQÉSÊMIP^ÙJNP^PC>qPGBVWL>@^>&F´>&ßHRQ=B#Ø¦>qHBVJN@V>qPk;KØ2D#ì)íEP&Y)ìaWL>APV>,Ø¦>AHKBVJL@^>APkHR@V>ÌBVWN>D#ì)í-÷ P

>&QL@^;RF´FOÛ,>AQ=B+PjBcHBVJ?P&åeèjì)íãÙ>A@CB^Mê¨Ù&HB^MO;=Q8åKBj]xÝ¨>µ;RØ HRP^PCMIPjBcHKQeB^PVWLM´Ý8å=HRQNSM´QNSÊM´ßxM´SÊJ?HKF[Ù;RJN@^PV>
ÝL@V>&Ø¦>&@^>&QNÙ&>APAY
íD#ì$í÷ P->AQL@V;=FOF´Û,>&QeBPCB^HKBVJNPM´P-BVWN>PV>B;RØµÙ;=JL@^PV>APkBVWNHKBWL>;R@PVWL>M´P>&QL@^;RF´F´>AS
MOQUSÊJL@^MOQNÜB^WL>kPC>AÛ,>APCBV>&@qYÊìaWLMIP+Ø¦>AHB^JL@^>GMIP+B^HRõR>AQÄM´Q=B^;Ù;RQ?PCMISÊ>&@cHB^MO;=QØ¦;R@aBjÞ+;Ì@V>qHRPV;RQNPAY
ìaWL>êN@cPjBMIP#B^;HßR;=M´SBVM´Û,>ÄÙ;=QÊýNMIÙ~B^PÞMB^W¶Ù;RJN@^PV>APGB^WNHBB^WL>ÄD#ì$í MIPPVÙcWN>ASÊJLF´>ASÚB^;
BV>AH=ÙcW8Y=ìaWN>EPV>AÙ;=QNS,ÝLJL@^Ý¨;=PV>µMIPnBV;ÌHßR;=M´S,PVMB^JNHB^MO;=QNPÆM´QÄÞWLMIÙcW·HD#ì$íàMIP+PVÙcWL>qSÊJLF´>ASÌB^;
BV>AH=ÙcW;=@ÜR@cHRSÊ>EØ¦;R@2H,Ù&;RJL@cPC>EBVW?HB2WL>k;=@2PCWL>#MIPa>&QL@^;RF´F´>ASMOQ8Y
èhQ=B^>&@^QNHB^MO;=QNHKFaì)>AHRÙcWNMOQLÜðíµP^PCMIPCB^HKQeB î èjì$íEïÌÙ>A@CB^Mê¨Ù&HB^MO;=Q MIPÌ@V>që=JNMO@^>AS <e]ÉFIHÞ1Ø¦;=@
HKQ·M´QeBV>&@^QNHKBVM´;RQNHRF[D#ì$íàB^;-M´QNPCBV@^JNÙ~BH-Ù&;RJL@cPC>=YeD#ì$íµP+ÞMOBVWL;=JÊB+èjì$íãÙ>&@VBVMOê?ÙAHBVM´;RQÄÛ,H]
;RQLF´]#<?>HRP^PVMOÜ=QL>ASkH=P Ü=@^H=SÊMOQNÜµHRP^PCMIPCB^HKQeBcP&åqÞWLM´FO>\èjì)í Ù>A@CB^Mê?>AS-D#ì$íµP$ÛH]#<?>aHRP^PCM´ÜRQN>AS
HRPa>&MOBVWN>&@ÜR@cHRSLMOQLÜ,HRP^PVM´PCB^HRQ=BcP+;R@M´QNPjB^@VJ?Ù~BV;=@^PAY
D#ì)íEP8ÛH]E<¨>\HÞaHK@cSÊ>qSE>AMB^WL>&@)WNHKFOØL;R@ Ø¦JLF´FRB^>AHRÙcWNMOQLÜ2H=PVPVMIPjBcHKQeB^PVWLM´ÝNP&Y *Ú>+HRP^PC;ÊÙ&M´HKBV>
H Ù&HRÝNHRÙ&MBj] max ÞMOBVWá>AH=ÙcW D#ì)í-Yaí5D#ì)í ÞMB^WáH WNHKFOØ-ì)í2é¼PVWLM´ÝàWNH=PÄÙ&HRÝNHRÙ&MBj]
HKQ?SHD#ì$í ÞMB^WðH·Ø¦JLF´FÆì)í2é¼PVWLM´ÝWNH=PGÙAHKÝNH=ÙMOBj]
Yí1D#ì)í-÷ P
max
Ù&HKÝ?HRÙMOBj=],0.5
MOQ?SÊM´ÙAHB^>AP\BVWL>GÛH -ÊM´Û-JLÛ Ù&;RJL@cPC>EÞ\>AMOÜ=WeB\WL>#;R@aPVWL>GÙAHKmax
Q·<¨>kHR=P^PCM´1ÜRQN>AS·HKBaHRQe]
Ý?;=MOQeB2M´QB^MOÛ,>SÊJN@VM´QLÜH,PC>AÛÌ>qPjB^>&@qY
×xMOQ?Ù>BVWL>Ç<¨>&Ü=MOQNQLMOQNÜÉ;KØ#;RJL@,>ü[;R@VBAå¿Þ\>UM´Q=B^@V;ÊSÊJ?Ù>AS H6QL>AÞHBVBV@^MO<NJÊBV>ÇM´QeBV;6BVWN>
SLHBcHÙ&;RF´FO>qÙ~BVM´;RQÚÝL@^;xÙ&>AP^P&YìaWLMIPkHBVBV@^MO<NJÊBV>ÌM´PGB^WL>·D#ì)í-÷ P#ÝN@V>&Ø¦>&@^>&QNÙ&>-Ø¦;=@G>qHRÙcWðÙ;RJN@^PV>
;Kü[>&@^>ASYqìaWL>APV>¿ÝL@^>Ø¦>A@V>AQNÙ>qP8HK@^>ÆM´QeBV>&Ü=>&@)ßHRFOJN>AP)MOQ {0, 1, . . . , 5} Y *¾WN>&Q-HµD#ì$í HRP^PCM´ÜRQNP
ÝL@V>&Ø¦>&@^>&QNÙ&>kúÌBV;HÙ;=JL@^PV>RåxB^WLMIPMOQ?SÊM´ÙAHB^>APaB^WNHBB^WL>-D#ì)íPCWL;=JLFISÄQL;RB2<?>H=PVPVM´ÜRQL>qS·B^;
BVWL>GÙ;RJN@^PV>RåKÞWNMOF´>Gù#> -ÊÝL@V>qPVPV>AP¿HPjB^@V;=QLÜkÝL@^>Ø¦>A@V>AQNÙ>2;RØ[BVWL>#D#ì)íàØ¦;R@ÆB^WL>EH=PVPVM´ÜRQLÛ,>&QeBqY
g

g

 

g
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#

èhQ B^WL>ÇÝL@^>&ßxMO;=JNPBjÞ\;6PV>AÙ~B^MO;=QNPAå$Þ+>UFO;x;=õR>AS/HB,Ø¦>AHKBVJL@^>APÌ;RØGM´QNSÊM´ßxM´SÊJ?HKF2Ù;=JL@cPC>qPHRQNS
D#ì)íEP&YèhQ BVWLMIPUPC>qÙ~BVM´;RQáÞ\>ðÞM´FOFkSÊMIPVÙ&JNP^PPV;RÛ,>ð;KØB^WL>ð@VJLF´>APUHRQNSàÜ=JLM´SL>&F´MOQL>qPBVWNHKB
SÊM´ÙB^HKBV>ÞWL>&BVWL>A@HUD#ì$í ÙAHKQð;R@Ù&HRQLQL;RB#<¨>·HRP^PVMOÜ=QL>AS»BV;»Ù>A@CBcHKM´QðÙ&;RJL@cPV>APAY×Ê;RÛ,>,;KØ
BVWL>qPC>·Ù&;RQNPCBV@cHKM´QeB^P#Þ+>&@^>,HRFOF´JNSÊ>qSÚBV;»M´QðBVWL>ÄSLM´P^ÙJNP^PVMO;=QÚ;RØ\Ø¦>qHBVJN@V>qP&Y þN;R@kM´QNPCB^HKQ?Ù>Rå)H
D#ì)í ÛJNPjB2<¨>kèjì$í Ù>&@VBVMOêN>qSÄ<¨>Ø¦;=@V>#WL>k;=@2PCWL>kÙAHKQBV>AH=ÙcWH,Ù&;RJL@cPC>=Y
 BVWL>A@\@^JLF´>AP\Þ\>EWNHßR>µHRFO@^>AH=SÊ]ÌWLMOQeB^>ASÄHKB+Hß=;RMISÙ;RQLýNM´ÙB+<¨>BjÞ+>&>AQ·>&QN@V;=FOF´Û,>&QeB+HRQNS
HRP^PCM´ÜRQLÛ,>AQ=Bqå=PVJNÙcW·HRP\HßR;=M´SÊM´QLÜH=PVPVMOÜ=QLÛ,>&QeB^PnBVWNHKB+Ù;=QÊýNMIÙ~B¿M´QB^MOÛ,>µÞMOBVWÙ;=JL@^PV>APnBVWNHKB
HÌD#ì$í M´Pa>AQL@^;RF´FO>qS·M´Q8?Y *Ú>kHRF´PV;ÞaHKQeB+BV;,ÝL@^>&ß=>&QeBaHRQx]ÄD#ì)íáØ¦@^;RÛ <¨>&M´QLÜHRP^PCM´ÜRQN>AS,B^;
Ù;RJN@^PV>AP)BVW?HBÆWL>;=@ PVWL>MIP$B^HRõeM´QLÜ?å;R@ BVW?HBÆWL>;=@ PVWL>WNH=P (&>A@V;GÝL@^>Ø¦>&@^>&Q?Ù>+Ø¦;R@qYKþ$MOQNHRFOF´]Rå
Þ\>,ÞaHKQeBEB^;UÝL@V>AßR>AQ=BkHKQx]D#ì$í Ø¦@V;=Û <?>AMOQNÜUH=PVPVM´ÜRQL>qSHWL>AHßxM´>&@GÞ\;=@VõxF´;=H=SUBVWNHRQÚWN>
;R@2PVWL>#WNHRPÙAHKÝNH=ÙMOBj]Ø¦;R@qY
èhQðH=SLSÊMOBVM´;RQðBV;UB^WL>ÝL@^>&ßxMO;=JNP#Ù;=QNPjB^@^HRMOQeBcP&å8PV>&ß=>&@cHKF$ÜRJLMISÊ>&F´M´QL>APHR@V>HRF´PV;ÄØ¦;=FOF´;Þ+>AS
MOQÇÝL@cHRÙBVMIÙ>=åNÞWLMIÙcWÇÞ\>-MOQeBV>AÜR@cHB^>kMOQeBV;;=JL@µÛ,;ÊSÊ>AF)HRPEÙ;=QNPjB^@^HRMOQeBcP&YLþN;R@µM´QNPCB^HRQNÙ>=åLBVWN>
SÊ>&ÝNHR@CB^Û,>&QeB¿PC;=Û,>BVM´Û,>AP¿Þ+HRQ=BcP BV;H=PVPVM´ÜRQÌBV;-PV;RÛ,>2HR@V<LMOBV@cHK@^]-PV>BÆ;RØÙ&;RJL@cPV>AP$BVWN>EP^HKÛ,>
D#ì)í-YÆí2QL;RBVWL>A@ÌÜ=JLMISÊ>&F´MOQN>MIP,Ù;RQ?Ù>&@^QL>qSÉÞMB^W/FIHK<?PÌHRQNS¶@^>AÙ&MBcHB^MO;=QNP&Yn×x;=ÛÌ>F´>AÙ~B^JL@^>
Ù;RJN@^PV>APµWNHßR>ÌPC>AßR>&@cHKF$PC>qÙ~B^MO;=QNP&å?Ø¦;R@G> -LHRÛÌÝNFO>=åNB^WL>&@^>ÛH]U<¨>-Ø¦;=JL@GSLMü[>&@^>&QeBkPC>qÙ~BVM´;RQ?P
;KØaèhQ=B^@V;ÊSÊJ?Ù~BVM´;RQÚBV;ÚZ\;=Û,ÝLJÊBV>A@×ÊÙ&MO>AQNÙ>=Y8ò¿HRÙcWð;KØ+BVWN>APV>FO>qÙ~BVJN@V>·PV>AÙBVM´;RQNP#ÛH]»WNHß=>
PC>AßR>&@cHKF)F´HR<NPG;R@G@V>qÙMOB^HKBVM´;RQNPGHRP^PC;ÊÙ&M´HKBV>ASUÞMOBVWðMOBAY  ØBV>AQ8å¨BVWL>,Þ+>&M´ÜRWeBE;RØÆBVWL>qPC>ÌFIHK<NPEM´P
BV;x;-ÛJNÙcWØ¦;R@+;RQN>ED#ì)í-åx<LJÊBaÞ\>EÞ\;=JLF´S·FOM´õR>B^;-õ=>&>&Ý·BVWL>GQxJLÛ-<¨>&@+;KØ)D#ì$íµP+HRP^PCM´ÜRQN>AS
BV;HÌPV>B\;RØ8BVWN>APV>µFIHK<NP+HKQNSÄ@V>qÙMOB^HKBVM´;RQNP¿@V>AF´HKBVM´ßR>&F´]PCÛHRFOFå=>=Y Ü?YRBjÞ+;-;=@ÆB^WL@V>A>#D#ì$íµP\Ø¦;=@
êNßR>+F´HR<NPAYþNJL@VBVWL>A@AåB^WL>APV>aD#ì$íµPnPVWL;=JLF´S-QL;KBn<¨>HRP^PCM´ÜRQL>qS#BV;#Ù;=JL@cPC>qP ;RBVWL>A@)B^WNHKQBVWN>APV>

F´HR<NPn;R@¿@V>qÙMOB^HB^MO;=QNPAY=×xJNÙcW·HPCBV@cHB^>&Ü=]-HKF´FO;Þ2P$B^WL>APV>ED#ì$íµPÆBV;kØ¦;ÊÙJ?PnBVWN>&M´@¿ÝL@^>&ÝNHR@^HKBVM´;RQ
;RQUHÜ=@V;=JLÝ;KØ$PVM´ÛÌM´FIHK@2Ù;=JL@cPC>qP&Y


#   !  #


}



í2<¨;ßR>RåÞ+>Ø¦;R@^Û,HRFOM (&>qS»B^WL>·D#ì)í1H=PVPVM´ÜRQLÛ,>&QeB#ÝL@^;R<LF´>&Û M´QðBV>&@^ÛP#;KØ\êNQNSÊM´QLÜÇHUÙ;RQLé
PCMIPjB^>&QeBµHKQ?SP^HB^M´PCØÀHRÙBV;=@V]·H=PVPVMOÜ=QLÛ,>&QeB;KØÆD#ì)íEPaBV;·Ù&;RJL@cPV>APAYxìaWN>#Ø¦>AHB^JL@^>AP;RØ Ù&;RJL@cPC>qP
HKQNS D#ì$íµPAå HKQNSðB^WL>@^JLF´>APHKQNSÉÜ=JLMISÊ>&F´MOQN>APkØ¦;=@H=PVPVMOÜ=QLÛ,>&QeB^P-ÜRM´ßR>ÄHPC>AQNPC>Ä;KØ2ÞWNHKB
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<LMOQ?HK@^]ÄSÊ>AÙ&;RÛ,Ý¨;=PVMB^MO;=Q;RØ BVWN>APV>Ù;RQ?PjB^@^HRMOQeB^PAY
×eBV@^M´ÙBVF´]ÉPCÝ¨>AHRõeM´QLÜ?å ;RJN@-ÝL@^;R<LF´>&Û MIP-QN;KBÌHðZa× .M´Q¶B^WNHBÌÞ\>SÊ;»QL;RB@^>AëeJLM´@V>ÄHRFOF
ßHR@VMIHK<NFO>qPµM´QðHPV;RF´JÊBVM´;RQBV;U<?>,M´QNPCB^HKQeB^M´HKBV>AS KY[èhQ H -xéjZa?× .âùç¼å;RQL>BV@^MO>qPEBV;êNQNSðH
Ù;RÛ,ÝLF´>B^>·HRP^PCM´ÜRQNÛÌ>AQeBEB^WNHBÛ,M´QLMOÛ,M (&>qP#BVWL>QxJLÛ<?>A@k;KØaßxMO;=F´HKBV>ASðÙ;=QNPCBV@cHKM´Q=BcP&Y µ;Þaé
>&ßR>A@Aå=BVWN>GÝN@^H=Ù~BVMIÙ&HRF?@^>AëeJLM´@^>&Û,>&QeB^P\;KØ);RJL@aHKÝLÝNFOMIÙ&HKBVM´;RQSLM´ÙB^HB^>µB^WNHBaÞ+>EÛ,M´QLMOÛ,M (&>GBVWN>
QeJNÛ-<¨>&@;KØ$JLQÊé¼MOQ?PjBcHKQeBVMIHB^>AS·ßHR@VMIHK<LF´>APAåxQL;KB2Ù&;RJLQeBVM´QLÜÌBVWN>GQxJLÛ<?>A@;KØ Ù;RQ?PjB^@^HRMOQeB^P\ßxMé
;RFIHBV>qSY  B^WL>&@GPjB^@^HKBV>AÜRM´>APØ¦;=@ESÊ>qHKF´MOQNÜ·ÞMB^W»;ßR>A@CéhÙ;=QNPCBV@cHKM´QL>ASÝL@^;R<LF´>&ÛP2M´QNÙ&FOJNSL>BVWN>
SÊM´PCBVM´QNÙBVM´;RQU<?>&BjÞ\>A>&QWNHK@cSHKQNSPC;RØBµÙ;=QNPjB^@^HRMOQeBcP&YÊí2ÜeHKM´Q8åÊM´Q;=JL@HKÝLÝNFOMIÙ&HKBVM´;RQ8åLPVJNÙcWUH
SÊM´PCBVM´QNÙBVM´;RQÄMIP\QL;KB+Û,H=SÊ>µM´QÄÝN@^H=Ù~BVMIÙ>=YeíµFB^WL;RJNÜRW·MOB $>Ì<¨>EÝ¨;=P^PCM´<LF´>2B^;BVWN>&;R@^>B^M´ÙAHKF´FO]
@V>qSÊJNÙ>;RJL@ÝL@^;R<LF´>&Û5BV;ðPC;=Û,>·;KØB^WL>HR<?;ß=>·F´M´PCBV>qSÉÜR>AQL>&@cHKF\ÝL@V;=<LF´>&ÛP&å)Þ\>HK@^>·QL;RB
Ù;RÛ,Ý¨>&F´FO>qSÉB^;ðSÊ;ðPC;ðM´Q ;R@cSÊ>A@BV;ð@^>&ÛHKM´Q HRPØÀHRMB^WÊØ¦JLFHRPÌÝ¨;=P^PCM´<LF´>·BV;ÚBVWN>ÝL@cHRÙBVMIÙ&HRF
@V>që=JNMO@^>&Û,>&QeBcP\;RØ)B^WL>HKÝNÝLFOMIÙ&HKBVM´;RQ8Y
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;ßR>&@^FIHKÝ8å~HKQ?S (&>&@^;aÝL@^>Ø¦>&@^>&Q?Ù>ÆÙ;=QNPCBV@cHKM´Q=BcP&Y~èjì$íÉÙ>A@CB^Mê¨Ù&HB^MO;=QkÙ;RQ?PjB^@^HRMOQeB^PHRQNSG;ßR>A@VFIHKÝ
Ù;RQ?PjB^@^HRMOQeB^PÌHK@^>ÝLF´H=Ù>qS¶;RQ/>&ß=>&@^]6Ù&;RJL@cPV>ÄB^WNHB,@V>qëeJLMO@^>AP,H6D#ì)í9H=PÌHRQ M´QNPCBV@^JNÙ~B^;R@qå
ÞWLMOF´>>AQL@V;=FOF´Û,>&QeBEHRQNS (&>A@V;ÝL@^>Ø¦>A@V>AQNÙ>Ù&;RQNPCBV@cHKM´QeB^P2HR@V>kÝNF´H=Ù>ASU;=QÇHKF´F)Ù;=JL@cPC>qP&YNìaWN>
>&QL@^;RF´FOÛ,>AQ=B#Ù;=QNPjB^@^HRMOQeBµÝN@V>AßR>&QeBcPµHUD#ì)íØ¦@V;=Û9<?>AMOQLÜHRP^PCM´ÜRQN>ASBV;UHÄÙ&;RJL@cPV>kBVWNHKBGWN>
;R@-PVWL>·MIPk>&QN@V;=FOF´>ASðM´Q8å)ÞWNMOF´>BVWN>·;ßR>A@VFIHKÝðÙ;RQ?PjB^@^HRMOQeBÝL@^>&ß=>&QeB^PH»D#ì$í Ø¦@^;RÛ5<?>AMOQNÜ
HRP^PCM´ÜRQL>qSÇB^;ÄB^>AHRÙcWðHUÙ;RJN@^PV>B^WNHBkMIP#WL>&FISÚHKB#BVWL>P^HKÛ,>-B^MOÛ,>HRPkHÙ;=JL@cPC>WL>,;R@kPCWN>
M´P+>&QN@V;=FOF´>ASM´Q8Y ¨>A@V;ÝL@^>Ø¦>&@^>&Q?Ù>EÙ&;RQNPCBV@cHKM´QeB^P\ÝL@^>&ßR>AQeB\JNP\Ø¦@^;RÛ HRP^PVMOÜ=QLMOQNÜ-HÌD#ì$í BV;,H
Ù;RJN@^PV>EMOØ WL>k;R@2PVWL>#WNHRP (A>&@^;,ÝL@V>&Ø¦>&@^>&QNÙ&>µØ¦;=@MBqY
ìaWL>;RQLF´]»<LM´QNHR@V]Ù&;RQNPCBV@cHKM´QeBkJNPC>qSðMOQðBVWNM´PHKÝLÝLF´MIÙ&HB^MO;=QÚMIPHU<LM´QNHR@V] »Ù;RQLé
PjB^@^HRMOQeB Kå ÞWLMIÙcWÉPCÝ¨>AÙ&MêN>qP#BVW?HB-<¨;KB^W6Ù&;RJL@cPV>AP#M´QÉMBcPPVÙ&;RÝ¨>·Ù&HRQLQL;KB<¨>ÄH=PVPVMOÜ=QL>ASBVWN>
PVHRÛÌ>ÄD#ì$íå HKFOBVWN;RJLÜ=Wð<¨;KB^W¶Ù;=JLF´S6Ý¨;=P^PVMO<LF´]<¨>H=PVPVM´ÜRQL>qS»B^WL>  ÇßHKF´JL> =Y èhQÉ;RJN@
ÛÌ;ÊSÊ>AFå -Ù&;RQNPCBV@cHKM´QeB^PÆHR@V>µÝLF´H=Ù>qS,<?>&BjÞ\>A>&QÄHRQe]-BjÞ\;Ù;RJN@^PV>AP B^WNHB+Û,>&>BaHB¿;ß=>&@Vé
F´HRÝLÝLM´QLÜB^MOÛ,>qPHKQNS @V>që=JNMO@^>H6D#ì$í H=P,HKQ M´QNPCBV@^JNÙ~B^;R@qY  QL>MIPBV>AÛÌÝLBV>AS BV;6Û,;ÊSÊ>&F
BVWLMIPkPCMOBVJ?HBVM´;RQðÞMOBVW6HÄQL;=QÊé¼<LMOQ?HK@^] ÇÙ;RQ?PjB^@^HRMOQeBµB^WL>&QðJNPV>ÌBVWL>,Ý¨;Þ\>A@CØ¦JLF$êNFOBV>A@Cé
MOQLÜ·HRFOÜ=;R@^MB^WLÛ1ÝL@^;RÝ¨;=PV>AS<x]Ä: &Ü=MOQUM´Q6â KçYNìaWNM´PPV;RF´JÊBVM´;RQUÞ+;RJLFIS<?>kM´QNÙ;=@V@^>AÙBMOQU;RJN@
Ù&HRPV>PVM´QNÙ>BVWLMIPEêNFOBV>&@^M´QLÜHRFOÜ=;R@^MB^WLÛ9Ù&HKQNQL;KB#WNHKQ?SÊFO>  ÄHRP^PVMOÜ=QLÛ,>&QeB^PµBV;ßHR@VMIHK<NFO>qP
HKQNS @V>&BVJL@^QNP-ØÀHKM´FOJL@^>Ä;=Q ;ß=>&@Vé¼Ù&;RQNPCBV@cHKM´QL>ASÚÝL@^;R<LF´>&ÛPAå)ÞWNM´ÙcW/ÝL@V>AßR>AQ=BcP-PV>AHR@^ÙcW6Ø¦@^;RÛ
ÝL@V;=ÜR@^>AP^PCM´QLÜ?Y
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Ù;RQ?PjB^@^HRMOQeB^PAåHKQ?SkÙ;RQLêNQL>&Û,>AQ=B$Ù;RQ?PjB^@^HRMOQeB^PA!Y *ð>¿SÊ>ê?QL>¿HKQ?SkSÊM´P^ÙJ?PVP>qHRÙcW#;RQN>ÆMOQSL>B^HRMOF
<?>AFO;ÞkY
Z+HKÝNH=ÙMOBj]»Ù;RQ?PjB^@^HRMOQeB^PkHR@V> éhHK@^]Ù;=QNPjB^@^HRMOQeBcPµB^WNHBÝN@V>AßR>&QeBHÇD#ì)í1Ø¦@V;=Û <?>AMOQNÜ
HRP^PCM´ÜRQL>qS-HGWL>qHßeM´>&@ Þ+;R@^õxFO;eHRSkB^nWNHKQÌWL>;=@ÆPCWL>PVWL;RJNF´SWNHßR>=YìaWLM´PÆÛ,'H -ÊMOÛJLÛÙ&HRÝNHRÙ&MBj]
M´PSÊ>&BV>A@VÛ,M´QL>AS<x]BVWN>EBj]xÝ¨>k;KØ ì)í2é¼PVWLM´Ý;RØ B^WL>-D#ì)í-YLì Þ+;Ù&HRÝNHRÙ&MBj]·Ù&;RQNPCBV@cHKM´QeB^PaHK@^>
 ¹ ³e`ao´mAfjidA?w=`VËxleugjuvmqlmAo dkpnsRÁfj`~Èr=uvfj`^ÆdAld&hhuzAleik`clgngj
m ¨Ad&fjudA=v`cc½
 dR½ Ê½ dR½ !~©R#"$" {LwRu&%L`Vfj`cletc`A{em&f\t^mqvmAfjuvlezkt^mqle¼ghfCd&uvlKg~½
' +m&gj`)gj³xdg¨Å$` dAvhm\reh`$=uvlxd&fh) ( + *-, tcmql=¼ghfCdAuvlgjuvl2gj³=` fj`VoImAfjiEred&gjuvmAlEm&oegj³e` lemAl=Àeuvled&fh
tcmqlRËxl=`cik`clgntcmAle¼ghfCdAuvlgjc½
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êN@^PCBµWNHRFØ ;KØ B^WL>-PV>&Û,>APCBV>A@ î M´QNÙF´JNSÊM´QLÜØ¦JNFOFOé¼PV>&Û,>qPjB^>&@µÙ&;RJL@cPC>qP^ïaHRQNSUHKQL;RBVWL>A@µÙ&HRÝNHRÙ&MBj]
Ù;RQ?PjB^@^HRMOQeBµÙ;ß=>&@cPaBVWN>Ù;=JL@cPC>qPaBVWNHKBE;ÊÙ&Ù&JL@ESLJL@VM´QLÜB^WL>PV>AÙ&;RQNSUW?HKFOØÆ;KØnBVWN>PV>&Û,>APCBV>A@
î HKFIPV;ÄM´QNÙF´JNSÊM´QLÜ·Ø¦JNFOFOé¼PV>&Û,>qPjB^>&@kÙ;=JL@^PV>APcï~å¨HRPGPCWN;ÞQ»MOQÚþ)M´ÜRJN@V> RYìaWL>Ù&;RQNPCBV@cHKM´QeBµØ¦;=@
BVWL>#PCÝ¨>AÙ&Mê?>ASÄD#ì$íáPCB^HKBV>qPÆB^WNHB+BVWL>#PVJLÛ ;KØ8B^WL>EÞ+>&M´ÜRWeBcPÆ;KØB^WL>#Ù;RJN@^PV>AP¿MOQÄBVWL>GPVÙ&;RÝ¨>
;KØ+BVWL>·Ù&;RQNPCBV@cHKM´QeBGB^;UÞWLM´ÙcW6WL>;=@PCWN>ÌMIPH=PVPVMOÜ=QL>ASðÙ&HRQLQL;RB#> -LÙ>&>qS»B^WL>·Ù&HRÝNHRÙ&MBj];KØ
BVWL>-D#ì$íåNHRQNSM´Pa> -ÊÝL@V>qPVPV>ASHRP+Ø¦;=FOF´;Þ2P &
X

assigned(g, v) · weight(v) ≤ capacity(g)

ÞWL>&@^> C M´P2HÄÙ&HKÝ?HRÙMOBj]ÄÙ&;RQNPCBV@cHKM´QeBPVÝ¨>AÙMOê?Ù#B^;ÄD#ì)í g å?HRQNS
M´P2H=PVPVM´ÜRQL>qSBV; v åL;KB^WL>&@^ÞMIPC>#MOB2M´PúNY
v∈Scope(C)

CSCE251U 951

assigned(g, v)

MIP k MOØ g

CSCE251U 951

CSCE251Y 952
CSCE251K 951

CSCE251Y 952

CSCE251K 951

Cap.

Cap.
CSCE101 150
CSCE322 001

CSCE230 001

CSCE230 001
CSCE101 150

± x±
&mt^mqo\r= gjfj³=h``^+hp$`^dikfjmq`l=`cu¼¼l-ghgjfC`^gjdAf~³euv½ l`eg+hr=l=tcmA`^$gbÊhÅ$``cmAikmAfjo k`c¼gjÅÆre`^¼ufkg¿gj³Ìt^mqmql=gr=Å$`fjm#t~h`^dAt~kbedAdAbed&tcdAfju`tcgÌuguÌl»tcmAtcgjlemA³e¼le`-gh¼fCghhd&fCtcud&lmAubÊg~l½ `ÌgjcmA{eo\mqleÊ`amAgjo´³NmAf\{[ÅÆtcmq³erRuvfjv`,h`c³eÆdAuvl,o+`~hdA`^tCik³,`c³e¼gjdA`^f o
time interval

variable

constraint

#%

è¼Ø2;RQLF´]Ú;=QL>ÄÜ=FO;=<NHKF+Ù;=QNPjB^@^HRMOQeB-Þ+>&@^>·JNPV>AS6M´QNPCBV>qHRSå$MB,Þ+;RJLFIS6<?>Ý?;ePVPVM´<LFO>ÄØ¦;R@ÌH
#D ì)í BV;<¨>HRP^PVMOÜ=QL>ASWLMIP2;=@2WL>&@µÛ,H'-ÊMOÛJLÛ ÙAHKÝNH=ÙMOBj]ÄM´Q»Ù;=JL@^PV>APBVWNHKBµ;ÊÙ&ÙJN@ESÊJL@^M´QLÜ
ûjJNPjB;=QL>EW?HKFOØ);KØ BVWL>kPV>&Û,>APCBV>A@AYxìaWLMIPaM´P+ÝL@^;R<LF´>&ÛHKBVMIÙKåx<?>qÙ&HRJNPC>GSÊJL@^MOQNÜ-B^WL>#;KBVWN>&@aWNHKFOØ
;KØaBVWL>PC>AÛ,>APCBV>&@qå8B^WL>D#ì$í Þ+;RJNF´S6QL;RB-<¨>·BV>qHRÙcWLM´QLÜÇ;=@-ÜR@cHRSLMOQLÜ?Y8*ð>ÙcWL;ePC>,B^;»JNPV>
BjÞ\;ðÙ;RQ?PjB^@^HRMOQeB^PAå$@^HKBVWL>A@-B^WNHKQ/MOQNÙ&@V>qHRPVMOQNÜ»BVWN>Ù&;RÛ,ÝLF´> -ÊMBj]É;RØEÙcWL>qÙcõeM´QLÜðHÙ&HRÝNHRÙ&MBj]
Ù;RQ?PjB^@^HRMOQeBa<e]ÙcWL>AÙcõxM´QLÜBVWL>kÝ¨;R@VBVM´;RQ;KØ HPC>AÛÌ>qPjB^>&@Ù;=JL@cPC>qP+HR@V>#WL>AF´SM´Q8Y
ò¿ëeJNHKF´MBj]ÉÙ&;RQNPCBV@cHKM´QeB^P-B^HKõ=>HRQ/HK@^<LMOBV@cHK@^]ÚPVJL<NPV>B,;KØEÙ&;RJL@cPV>APÌHRPÌPVÙ&;RÝ¨>RY$ò¿HRÙcW/;KØ
BVWL>qPC>aÙ;=JL@^PV>AP)PCWN;RJLFISk<¨>+H=PVPVMOÜ=QL>ASkBVWL>aPVHRÛ,>+D#ì$íYìaWL>&@^>¿ÛH]#<¨>+HGÙ;=QÊýNMIÙ~B)<¨>BjÞ+>&>AQ
BVWL>+>AëeJNHRFOMOBj]GÙ&;RQNPCBV@cHKM´QeB)HKQ?SHµÙAHKÝNH=ÙMOBj]GÙ&;RQNPCBV@cHKM´QeBAåAPV;µMOB)MIP)ÛÌ;=@V>+HRÙAÙJL@cHB^>nBV;GPCÝ¨>AÙ&MØ¦]
BVWL>#>AëeJNHRFOMOBj]Ù;=QNPjB^@^HRMOQeBaHRP+HRP+ÝL@^>&ßR>AQeBVM´QLÜ-;RBVWL>A@aD#ì$íµP+Ø¦@^;RÛ <¨>&M´QLÜÌH=PVPVM´ÜRQL>qSÞMB^WLM´Q
MBcPÌP^Ù;=Ý?>Ä;KØ2B^WL>Ù&;RQNPCBV@cHKM´QeB-;RQNÙ&>HRQe]6ßHK@^MIHK<LF´>·M´Q¶BVWN>P^Ù;RÝ¨>ÄMIPÌHRP^PCM´ÜRQL>qS¶HD#ì$íY
þL;R@kM´QNPCB^HRQNÙ>=åMOQ6þ$MOÜ=JL@V>·øLåÞ\>,WNHß=>-êNß=>Ù;RJN@^PV>APAåNB^WL@^>&>,;KØaÞWLMIÙcW î Za×NZ\ò qùRúú=ú=øLå
Za×NZ\ò qùRúúRú=æLåNHRQNSZa×NZ\ò\ø=ùRøú=ú qïaHR@V>#B^WL>P^Ù;=Ý?>-;KØÆHKQÇ>që=J?HKF´MBj]Ù;RQ?PjB^@^HRMOQeBAY¨þ$MOÜRé
JL@V>aø î <?ï)SÊ>&Û,;RQ?PjB^@^HKBV>AP êNFOBV>A@VM´QLÜESLJL@VM´QLÜE<NHRÙcõeBV@cHRÙcõ#PV>AHK@cÙcWkÞMOBVW-QN;RQÊé¼<LM´QNHK@^]GØ¦;R@^Þ+HR@^S



cÙ WL>AÙcõxM´QLÜ î QNþ Zaïâøç¿ÞWL>AQ¶í2F´M¿MIPHRP^PVMOÜ=QL>ASBV;ðZa×?Z\ò qùRúú=ú=øLY ô2;RBV>,BVW?HBT+;R<ÉHRQNS
Z\WNHKQLÜHK@^>kêNFOBV>&@^>ASÇØ¦@V;=ÛB^WL>SL;RÛHKM´QNPE;KØnBVWN>-@^>&ÛHKM´QLM´QLÜ·ßHK@^M´HR<LF´>AP2M´QÇB^WL>ÌP^Ù;=Ý?>-;KØ
BVWL>k>që=J?HKF´MBj]ÄÙ&;RQNPCBV@cHKM´QeBAY
CSCE252D 001

CSCE252D 001

{Ali, Bob, Chang}

CSCE150 002
{Ali, Bob, Chang}

{Ali, Bob, Chang}

CSCE150 002
Ali

CSCE430 001

CSCE430 001

{Ali, Bob, Chang}

{Ali, Bob, Chang}

CSCE150 003

CSCE150 003
CSCE230 001

{Ali, Bob, Chang}

CSCE230 001

{Ali, Bob, Chang}

{Ali, Bob, Chang}

{Ali, Bob, Chang}

± N±
wRr=fjuvlezEhÂ¦`~dqd&Ã¿fjtCuv³ad&dl·o´gj`^` f+=dAdAiklbed&vh`2huvmAzqo leik`~È`^relKdAgnvugjgmk,pnt^mqselep ¼ghynfC|d&}AuvlKkg+Are h`q½ ½[ÂÊÃÆw=`cikmAle¼ghfCd&gj`^\Ëxgj`^fjuvl=z-Ì[p
Z\;RQÊêNQN>&Û,>&QeBGÙ&;RQNPCBV@cHKM´QeB^PEHKF´FO;Þ JNPEB^;PVÝ?>qÙMOØ¦]UBVWNHKB#HD#ì)í HRP^PVMOÜ=QL>ASB^;;=QL>-;=@
ÛÌ;=@V>Ù;RJN@^PV>APkM´Q¶H»Ü=MOß=>&QÉPV>B S å)Ù&HRFOF´>ASðB^WL> ' + :å)Ù&HRQLQL;RB-<?>HRP^PCM´ÜRQN>AS
BV;ÉHKQx]¶Ù;=JL@cPC>;RJÊBcPCMISÊ> S ånHKQ?S ßxMIÙ>UßR>A@^P^HLY *Ú>ÇJ?PC>BVWLMIP·Ù&;RQNPCBV@cHKM´QeB-BV;6ÝL@^>&ß=>&QeBH
D#ì)í Ø¦@V;=Û <¨>&M´QLÜÌHRP^PCM´ÜRQL>qS,;RJÊBcPCMISÊ>µBVWL>GPC>&B+;RØ8F´HR<NPÆ;=@¿@^>AÙMOB^HKBVM´;RQNP\HRP^PC;ÊÙ&M´HKBV>AS,ÞMOBVWH
PCÝ¨>AÙ&Mê?Ù¿PC>qÙ~BVM´;RQ#;RØÊHµÙ;RJN@^PV>RYì\]xÝLM´ÙAHKF´FO]µBVWLMIP8MIP SL>APVMO@cHK<LF´>nÞWL>AQ#BVWL>¿PV>AÙBVM´;RQkWNH=P8PV>&ßR>A@^HRF
F´HR<NP;R@2Ù&;RJL@cPV>APHKQ?SÞ+>kÞaHKQeBaBV;ÄHRFOF´;ÞàB^WL>-D#ì)í BV;,Ø¦;ÊÙJNP2WLM´Pµ;R@WL>A@2>ü[;R@VB^PBV;,BVWN>
ÝNHK@VBVMIÙJLFIHK@\PC>qÙ~BVM´;RQ Y=í2QÄ> -LHKÛ,ÝLF´>2;KØ8PVJNÙcW·HÙ&;RQNPCBV@cHKM´QeBÆM´P¿MOF´FOJ?PjB^@^HKBV>AS,M´QÄþ$M´ÜRJL@^>µæ î H=ï~Y
(a)

(b)



CSCE230 001

S

CSCE155 151

CSCE155 151

CSCE230 001

S

CSCE155 151

{Ali, Bob, Chang}
{Ali, Bob, Chang}

Ali
CSCE322 001

C

CSCE230 001

S

{Ali, Bob, Chang}

Bob

Ali

C

{Ali, Bob, Chang}

CSCE322 001

C

{Bob, Chang}

{Ali, Bob, Chang}

CSCE155 152

CSCE155 152

CSCE155 152

CSCE101 150
{Ali, Bob, Chang}

CSCE101 150

{Ali, Bob, Chang}
{Ali, Bob, Chang}

CSCE101 150

{Ali, Bob, Chang}

{Bob, Chang}

{Ali, Bob, Chang}

(a)

CSCE322 001

(b)

(c)

± N±
¼hgh`cfCd& d&fjuvtClK³g ÅÆnÂ¦³=tcdqmA`cÃl=l»hËe³eº\lem~`cvÅÆunikuv`c#ldÇd&g$htchhmA`^uzAgnlele¼uvghÆ`~fCwÇw=d&u`cgjll=mgÌmAgjpnle`~`^sewgp Å ynmAkfj|gjÚ}q³e}Ç`+ÅÆ|weuvgj}dA³ |qh{³=mq`~dAl=wle`wÉh³xt^ÂmqdAtl=bÊÃµËe`AzA½?leu`cÂq`xikcÃ)E`^zqlKgjuvg-³=``^tc$mAhgjler=³e¼egh`¿hfC`~Ëxd&Èulgjre`^g~`^fj½¿lKuvlegµ¹ zGËx³=w=`gjr=`^tcfjfjmAuvuvl=l=l=zz 
ÅÆ³=`cl$mA,uv¿dAhhuvzql=`~wgjmpns=p y qK|q½
confined variables

variable

non-binary constraint

ìaWL>ÌP^Ù;=Ý?>Ì;KØaHÙ&;RQÊê?QL>&Û,>&QeBkÙ;=QNPjB^@^HRMOQeB#M´PEB^WL>PC>&B#;RØ\HKF´FnÙ;=JL@^PV>APµBVW?HBk;ßR>A@VFIHKÝ
MOQ BVM´ÛÌ>=YÆD#ì)íEPÌH=PVPVM´ÜRQL>qSðBV;6Ù;RJN@^PV>AP-MOQ S Ù&HRQLQL;KB,<¨>H=PVPVMOÜ=QL>AS6;=JÊB^PVMISÊ>;RØ S YnþL;=@
OM QNPCB^HRQNÙ>=åÊMOQÇþ$M´ÜRJL@^>Gæ î H=ï~å?HKF´F8Ù;RJN@^PV>APaHK@^>#PCJL<Lûj>AÙ~BB^;HÌÙ&;RQeB^HRMOQNÛÌ>AQeBaÙ&;RQNPCBV@cHKM´QeB C Y
÷ PÙ&;RQÊêNQN>&Û,>&QeBµPV>B Ù&;RQeB^HRMOQ?P¿BjÞ+;,ßHK@^M´HR<LFO>qP&åNZa×NZ\ò qùRù qùGHRQNSUZa×?Z\ò qù=ù ùRøÊY
C
þ)M´ÜRJN@V>æ î <?ïHKQ?S î ÙAïSSL>&Û,;RQNPCBV@cHB^>AP+B^WL>k>ü[>AÙBµ;KØ C SÊJL@^MOQLÜ<?HRÙcõeBV@cHRÙcõ·PV>AHR@^ÙcWÞMB^W
QL;RQÊé¼<LM´QNHK@^]Ø¦;R@^Þ+HR@^SÙcWL>AÙcõxM´QLÜNY[èhQ î <?ïå;RQNÙ&>ÌíµFOMÆMIP#HRP^PCM´ÜRQN>ASÇB^;ÇZa×?Z\ò qù=ù ?ù Rå¨Þ+>
êNFB^>&@ní2F´MxØ¦@^;RÛãBVWL>SÊ;=ÛHKM´QNP ;RØLBVWN>+ßHR@VMIHK<LF´>AP ;RJÊBcPCMISÊ> S YèhQ î ÙAï~å;=QNÙ>aT+;R<MIP HRP^PCM´ÜRQN>AS

R; JÊBcPCMISÊ>+;KØ S åWL>aMIP$@V>AÛÌ;ß=>AS#Ø¦@^;RÛ B^WL>aSÊ;RÛHKM´QNP$;KØNBVWL>aßHK@^M´HR<LF´>AP)MOQ S YìaWLM´P QN>&ÞÉBj]xÝ¨>
;KØ2Ù;=QNPjB^@^HRMOQeB-W?HRPM´Q6ØÀHRÙBÌHÇÞMISÊ>HKÝLÝLF´MIÙ&HK<NMOF´MBj]6HKQ?SÉÙ&HKQÉ<¨>H=SÊßHKQeB^HRÜR>A;RJNPVFO]JNPC>qS
BV; Û,;ÊSÊ>AFµ;KB^WL>&@ÝL@cHRÙBVMIÙ&HKFEPCMOBVJNHKBVM´;RQNPAY\þN;R@MOQNPCB^HRQNÙ>=å\M´Q H¶PV]ÊPjB^>&Û Ø¦;R@UPVÙcWN>ASÊJLF´M´QLÜ
Þ\;=@Võ=>&@cP#BV;ÚÛ,H=ÙcWLM´QL>APMOQ/HÇØÀHRÙBV;=@V]ÉPV>BCB^MOQNÜNå$Þ\>Ù;RJNF´S¶SL>êNQL>UÙ;=QÊêNQL>AÛ,>&QeBÌPV>BcPB^;
Ù;RQeBcHKM´QÇÛ,H=ÙcWLM´QL>AP î ßHK@^MIHK<LF´>APcï+BVW?HBGHR@V>-MOQBVWL>MOÛ,Û,>ASÊMIHB^>ßxMIÙM´QLMOBj];=@2B^WNHBG@V>që=JNMO@^>
PCM´Û,MOFIHK@2PVõxMOF´F´P+B^;,;RÝ¨>&@cHBV>=Y
DGMOß=>&Q BVWNHKB·BVWN>PVÙ&;RÝ¨>Ç;KØ#BVWNM´PÙ;RQLêNQL>&Û,>AQ=BÄÙ&;RQNPCBV@cHKM´QeBM´PÄßR>&@^]¶FIHK@^ÜR>=åÆMBÛ,H]
ÝL@V;ß=>> -ÊÝ¨>&QNPVMOß=>BV;ðÙcWL>AÙcõðM´Q¶ÝL@cHRÙ~B^M´Ù&>RY$ìaWL>&@^>Ø¦;=@V>=å MOBÛHKõ=>AP-PV>&Q?PC>B^;ÚHKBCBV>AÛ,ÝÊB-B^;
@V>&Ø¦;R@^Û-JLFIHB^>GMOBµHRPµHÌPV>B2;RØ$<NMOQNHR@V]Ù;=QNPjB^@^HRMOQeBcP&YxèhQ»PV>AÙ~B^MO;=QUùÌÞ+>k>APCB^HR<LF´M´PVWÄB^WNHBGÙ;RQLé
êNQL>&Û,>AQ=B+Ù;RQ?PjB^@^HRMOQeBÆMIPÆQL>&BjÞ\;=@Võ-SL>AÙ;=Û,Ý?;ePVHR<LFO>2HRQNS,SÊMIPVÙ&JNPVP¿MBcPÆ@^>Ø¦;=@VÛJLF´HKBVM´;RQ,HRPÆHRQ
>AëeJLM´ßHRFO>AQeBPV>B2;RØ)<LM´QNHR@V]ÄÙ&;RQNPCBV@cHKM´QeB^PAY

25cÒÆÑ Ô  $ÐLÖjÒ\Ï 
Ò Õ[Ò¿Ï 9=ÐÊÑ nÖCÏ\Ð 9
:>AÙ&>&QeBVF´]Rå=@V>qPC>qHK@cÙcWL>&@cP$WNHßR><¨>&>AQ·MOQxß=>APCBVM´Ü=HB^MOQNÜGÞWN>BVWN>&@¿MOB\MIP¿H=SÊßHKQeB^HRÜR>A;RJNP$B^;WNHKQLé
SÊFO>QN;RQÊé¼<LM´QNHK@^]»Ù;=QNPjB^@^HRMOQeBcPGSLMO@^>AÙBVF´];R@GB^;UêN@^PCBk@V>&Ø¦;R@^Û-JLFIHB^>ÌBVWL>AÛ HRP#<NMOQNHR@V]ÚÙ;RQLé
PjB^@^HRMOQeB^PÌâ AúNå Rå 0ç¼Y?ìaWL>A@V>,HK@^>BVWL@^>&>Bj]xÝ?>qP#;KØ¿QL;=QÊé¼<LMOQ?HK@^]»Ù;RQ?PjB^@^HRMOQeB^PEM´QÚ;=JL@GHRÝLÝLF´Mé
Ù&HB^MO;=Q8Y¨èhQÇBVWLMIPGÝNHKÝ¨>&@qå¨Þ\>ÌHRSLSÊ@^>AP^PB^WL>-@^>Ø¦;=@VÛJLFIHBVM´;RQÇ;RØnBjÞ\;;KØnB^WL>APV>Ù&;RQNPCBV@cHKM´QeB^PAY
ìaWL>APV>kHK@^>EB^WL>Ù;=QÊêNQL>AÛ,>&QeB2Ù;RQ?PjB^@^HRMOQeB2HKQNSÄBVWN>k>AëeJNHKF´MOBj]ÄÙ;=QNPjB^@^HRMOQeBqY
èhQÉBVWL>USÊMIPVÙ&JNP^PCM´;RQ¶HR<?;ß=>Rå Þ+>Ä> -ÊÝL@V>qPVPV>AS HKQNS6Ø¦;=@VÛJLFIHBV>qSðBVWL>qPC>UÙ;=QNPCBV@cHKM´Q=BcP-H=P
QL;RQÊé¼<LM´QNHK@^]UÙ;RQ?PjB^@^HRMOQeB^PAY *ð>-ÝN@V;=Ý?;ePC>WN>&@^>BV;@V>&Ø¦;R@^Û-JLFIHB^>kBVWN>&Û9BVWN@V;=JLÜRWÇQL>&BjÞ\;=@Võ
SÊ>AÙ&;RÛ,Ý?;ePCMOBVM´;RQ6M´QeBV;ÇQL>&BjÞ\;=@VõÊPG;KØ<LM´QNHK@^]Ù&;RQNPCBV@cHKM´QeB^PAYèhQ6BVWLMIPPV>AÙ~B^MO;=Q6Þ\>·SÊ>qPVÙ&@VM´<¨>
BVWL>k@^>Ø¦;=@VÛJLF´HKBVM´;RQÛÌ>qÙcWNHKQNM´PVÛUåxBVWL>SLHKB^HNåÊ;RJL@> -xÝ¨>&@^M´ÛÌ>AQeB^PAåLHKQNS@V>qPCJNFBcP&Y
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#

Ú>·@^>Ø¦;=@VÛJLFIHBV>H ké¼HR@V]»>qëeJNHKF´MBj]ðÙ;=QNPjB^@^HRMOQeBk<x]@^>&ÝLFIHRÙ&MOQNÜUBVWL>ÄÙ&;RQNPCBV@cHKM´QeB#ÞMOBVW¶H
ÙF´M´ëeJL>;KØ
>AëeJNHKF´MOBj]6Ù&;RQNPCBV@cHKM´QeB^P-<?>&BjÞ\>A>&Q/HRFOFaßHK@^MIHK<LF´>AP-MOQ BVWL>UPVÙ&;RÝ¨>;RØ2BVWN>
Ù;RQ?PjB^@^HRMOQeBAYeìaWLMIP¿ÛH],PC>A>&Û BV;-<¨>#HKQ;ßR>A@VõxM´FOF?HRPnB^WL>#PVHRÛÌ>µ>ü[>AÙ~BaÙ;=JLF´S·<?>GHRÙcWLM´>&ß=>AS
ÞMB^W H¶ÙcWNHRMOQ ;KØ (k − 1) >AëeJNHKF´MOBj]/Ù;=QNPCBV@cHKM´Q=BcP·HRPPCWN;ÞQ M´Q þ$M´ÜRJL@^>ÇäNY 2;Þ+>&ßR>A@Aå
*

k(k−1)
2

CSCE150 002

CSCE150 002

{Ali, Bob, Chang}

CSCE252D 001

{Ali, Bob, Chang}

CSCE252D 001

CSCE150 003

{Bob, Chang}

CSCE150 003

{Bob, Chang}

{Ali, Bob, Chang}

{Ali, Bob, Chang}

± ¨±
Agjm³=le`a`\mAbÊfjmquvzAhhuleuvÂ¦edqdAvÃn[`+sRt^fjmq³e`^leo´m~mA¼ÅÆfjghÆiEfCd&dµreuvlKtcd&g\mqgjl=wRuvmq¼rel-gh`+fCmAdAgjo?uvmGlgjgngj³e³=leuv`a`^g`~bÊÅ Èmqrem&hfjdAhuvv=uguÅÆkvuuggjtc³-mAlemAmq¼o l=ghd&fC`ad&hlehuluvmAzqg~l=le½RÀuv¹ el=uvz³=lxud§nfh=hktC³e `~½`^Èikrxd&`\vuvuvg -l=tcmAmqgnl=`~¼ÈghfCr=dAuuvAdlAgv`cÂlÊg)Ã)gjuvm 
(a)

(b)

PCM´QNÙ>,Þ+>·HRSÊÛ,MOB  ßHKF´JL>qP&åÞ+>Ù&HKQNQL;KBkJNPV>,BVWL>@^>Ø¦;=@VÛJLFIHBVM´;RQÚMOQeB^;UHUÙcWNHRMOQð<LJÊB
WNHßR>UB^;¶@V>&Ø¦;R@^Û-JLFIHB^>BVWL>»QN;RQÊé¼<LM´QNHK@^] >që=J?HKF´MBj] Ù;RQ?PjB^@^HRMOQeB·<x] HÉÙ&FOMIëeJL>»;RØ#<NMOQNHR@V]

c| 
Ù;RQ?PjB^@^HRMOQeB^PAYìaWL>\>-LHKÛ,ÝLF´>\;RØ?þ$MOÜ=JL@V>\ä î <?ï)MOF´F´JNPjB^@^HKBV>qP8B^WLM´PnPVMOBVJNHKBVM´;RQ8YíµP^PCJNÛÌ>PV>AHR@^ÙcW
êN@^PCBEßxMIPCMOB^PZa×NZ\ò qùKúÄúRú=øLå¨H=PVPVM´ÜRQLM´QLÜÄíµFOM$BV;MBqYìaWL>ÌSL;RÛHKM´Q»;KØZa×NZ\ò\øRù=øKñ úRú M´P
ÞMOÝ¨>AS ;RJÊBqY$èhQ?PjB^>AHRS¶;KØ2<NH=Ùcõ=B^@^H=ÙcõxMOQLÜ?å PV>AHK@cÙcW¶HRP^PVMOÜ=QNPkB^WLM´PÌßHK@^MIHK<LF´> NY$í+BB^WLM´P
Ý?;=MOQeBAåLZa×NZ\ò ùKúú=úRækMIPÆQN;KB+Ù&;RQNPCBV@cHKM´QL>qSÌBV;-<¨>EH=PVPVM´ÜRQL>qSÌíµFOMåÊHKQNS,ÛH]ÌB^HRõR>µHßHRFOJN>
MOQNÙ&;RQNPVMIPjB^>&QeBÆÞMB^WÄZa×NZ\ò qùRú#úRú=øLYèhQ,;R@cSÊ>&@$BV;Hß=;RMISPVJNÙcW,PCMOBVJ?HBVM´;RQ?P&åKÞ+>aÛ-JNPCBÆÝLFIHRÙ&>
H<LM´QNHK@^]Ä>që=J?HKF´MBj]UÙ;=QNPjB^@^HRMOQeB2<¨>BjÞ+>&>AQÇ>&ßR>A@V]ÝNHKM´@µ;RØnßHR@VMIHK<NFO>qPMOQ»BVWL>ÌPVÙ&;RÝ¨>k;KØnBVWN>
;R@^MOÜ=MOQNHRF[QL;RQÊé¼<LM´QNHK@^]·Ù;=QNPCBV@cHKM´Q=BqY
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OF >qHRPCB#SÊ;=ÛHKM´Q»ßHK@^M´HR<LFO>;R@cSÊ>&@^M´QLÜ î ×Êö ñ HKQ?SñGö ñå@V>qPCÝ¨>AÙBVM´ßR>&F´]Lï~Y*Ú>,@cHKQHSÊ>AÝÊBVWÊé
êN@^PCB#<NHRÙcõeBV@cHRÙcõÇPV>AHR@^ÙcW»ÞMOBVW6H<L@cHKQNÙcWHRQNSÚ<?;=JLQNSðPjB^@^HKBV>&Ü=]U<NHRPV>AS;RQðÛ,H'-ÊMOÛ,M (&M´QLÜ
ßHR@VMIHK<NFO>qP·Ù;ß=>&@^>ASån<L@^>AHRõxMOQLÜ6B^MO>qP·<x] ÙcWL;x;=PVMOQLÜ6B^WL>ÚPV;RF´JÊB^MO;=Q BVWNHKBÄÛH-ÊMOÛ,M (&>qPBVWN>
ÜR>&;=Û,>BV@^MIÙ#ÛÌ>qHKQU;KØ¿D#ì$í ÝL@^>Ø¦>A@V>AQNÙ>qP&YNþN;R@2>qHRÙcWÇÙ&H=PC>=åLÞ+>JNPV>ASQNþ$ZaøÝL@V;=Ý?;ePC>qSÄ<x]
T\>qPVPVM &@^>G>&BEHKFY âøç¼åÊBcHKõxMOQNÜ·HRSÊßHKQeBcHKÜR>#;RØ$B^WL>kØÀH=Ù~B2B^WNHBEHRFOF QNþ$Z Ù;=FOFIHKÝNPV>GBV;Äþ Z¾;=Q
<LMOQ?HK@^]-Ù;=QNPjB^@^HRMOQeBcP&YKôµ;KBV>aB^WNHBÆ<¨>AÙAHKJNPV>a;KØ¨BVWL>ÞaH]Þ+>aWNHKQNSLFO>2Ù&;Ri QNPVM´PCBV>AQNÙ]ÙcWL>AÙcõxM´QLÜ
î PV>&>×x>qÙ~B^MO;=QÉäNY qï~å$PC>qHK@cÙcWðSL;e>qPQL;RB-<NH=Ùcõ=B^@^H=Ùcõ»ÞWL>AQ6BVWL>SÊ;RÛHKM´Q6;KØ2HÇßHK@^MIHK<LF´>M´P
HKQLQLM´WLM´F´HKBV>qSY
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¿ò HRÙcWUB^>APCBµÞ+H=Pa@VJNQUØ¦;R@µHRÝLÝL@^; -xM´ÛHB^>&F´]·;RQL>kWN;RJL@2<¨>Ø¦;=@V>-WNHKFOBVM´QLÜNåNÞWLM´ÙcWÇÞaHRP2QL>AÙ&>APCé
PVHR@V]#<¨>AÙ&HRJNPV>ÆBVWN>+ÝN@V;=<LFO>AÛ M´P$;ßR>A@CéhÙ;=QNPCBV@cHKM´QL>ASY&èhQì$HK<LF´>aøLå *ð>a@V>AÝ?;=@CBÆZ/.¿ó/BVM´Û,>¿B^;
êNQNS-BVWL>a<¨>APCBnPV;RF´JÊB^MO;=Q8åqBVWL>+QxJLÛ-<¨>&@n;RØNQL;ÊSÊ>AP$ßxMIPCMOBV>qS î BV;G<?>qPjBÆPV;RF´JÊBVM´;RQ?ïåqBVWL>aQxJLÛ-<¨>&@
;KØ¿Ù;=QNPCBV@cHKM´Q=BcP2ÙcWL>qÙcõR>AS î BV;<?>qPjB#PC;=FOJÊB^MO;=Q?ï~å¨HKQNSPC;=FOJÊB^MO;=Q»ëeJNHKF´MBj]=Y *ð>-J?PC>-BVWL>ÌÙ;RQLé
ßR>&QeB^MO;=Q;RØ TaH=Ù&ÙcWxJNPHKQ?SUßHRQÇT\>A>&õÚâ &ç ;KØnM´QNÙ@^>&Û,>&QeB^MOQLÜ,B^WL>QxJLÛ<?>A@2;KØÆÙ;=QNPCBV@cHKM´Q=BcP
ÙcWL>AÙcõ=>AS<x]·BVWN>HK@^MOBj]·;KØ BVWN>-Ù;=QNPjB^@^HRMOQeB2M´Q»ëeJL>APCBVM´;RQ8Y *Ú>HKFIPC;@^>&Ý¨;R@VBBVWL>-FO>AQLÜKB^WÇ;KØ
BVWL>·<¨>APCBÌPV;RF´JÊB^MO;=Q î MY >RY´å8B^WL>·QxJLÛ<?>A@-;KØßHK@^MIHK<LF´>APkH=PVPVMOÜ=QL>ASðQL;=QÊé  ßHKF´JL>APcïkHRQNS
PC;=FOJÊB^MO;=Q»ëeJNHKF´MBj]MOQUB^>&@^ÛP2;KØ B^WL>ÜR>A;RÛ,>B^@VMIÙ#Û,>AHRQÇ;KØ¿D#ì)íÝL@^>Ø¦>&@^>&Q?Ù>APAYNôµ;KBV>BVWNHKB
Þ\>SÊ;,QL;RB2B^HRõR>#M´Q=B^;·HRÙAÙ;RJNQ=BaB^WL>Ù;ePjB2;RØ)B^WL>k@V>&Ø¦;R@^Û-JLFIHB^MO;=QH=PaMB2MIPÝ¨;RF´]xQL;RÛ,MIHKF8M´Q
BVWL>ÌQxJLÛ-<¨>&@#;KØ\ßHR@VMIHK<NFO>qP2;KØ¿BVWL>·Za× . HKQNSUB^WL>,Ù;=PCB#;KØ\PV;RF´ßxMOQLÜ î MY >=YOå@^>Ø¦;=@VÛJLF´HKBVM´;RQ
HKQNSPC>qHK@cÙcW?ï\M´PÙ&FO>qHK@^FO]SÊ;RÛ,M´QNHB^>AS<e]·BVWL>k> -xÝ¨;RQN>&QeBVMIHKF8Ù&;=PCBa;RØ$<?HRÙcõeBV@cHRÙcõPV>AHK@cÙcW8Y
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SÊJL@^MOQLÜPC>qHK@cÙcW8'Y *ð>µ> -LHRÛÌM´QL>B^WL>µ>&ü¨>qÙ~B+;KØÝL@^;R<LF´>&Û Û,;xSL>&F´MOQLÜHKQNS,ßHK@^MIHK<LF´>2;R@cSÊ>A@VM´QLÜ
;RQUPC;=FOJÊB^MO;=QëeJNHRFOMOBj]RY
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HKQNS<LM´QNHK@^]ÄÛ,;ÊSÊ>AF´P@^>APVJLFOBV>qSUMOQBVWN>-PVHRÛ,>PC;=FOJÊB^MO;=QNP2SÊJN@VM´QLÜ,BVWN>;RQL>&éWN;RJL@2SÊJN@^HKBVM´;RQ
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ÛÌ;ÊSÊ>AFÊBVW?HKQBVWL>QL;=QÊé¼<LMOQ?HK@^]k;RQL>HKQ?S-@^>AëeJLM´@V>qSkØ¦>AÞ\>A@ÆÙ;RQ?PjB^@^HRMOQeBnÙcWL>AÙcõÊPAYqèhQ?SÊ>&>qSåBVWN>
@V>qSÊJNÙ~B^MO;=QU;KØ\/Z .¿ó B^MOÛ,>@cHKQLÜ=>AP+Ø¦@^;RÛ ) î ×xÝL@^M´QLÜÄøKú=ú RåLñGö ñ#ïaB^;ÄøRø î þ?HKF´F$øRúRú=øLå
×Êö ñ#ï~åLÞMOBVWÇHRQUHß=>&@cHKÜ=>2ßHKF´JL>k;KØ HK<¨;RJÊB  ÄY
ìaWL>APV>-> -xÝ¨>&@^M´ÛÌ>AQeB^PØ¦JN@CB^WL>&@kPVWL;ÞãBVWNHKBEB^WL>P^HKÛ,>-QxJLÛ<?>A@E;RØ¿QL;ÊSÊ>qPEHR@V>ßxMIPCMOBV>qS
BV;·@^>AH=ÙcWB^WL>APV>PV;RF´JÊB^MO;=QNP&å?Ù;R@^@^;R<¨;R@cHBVM´QLÜBVWNHKBµB^WL>-PV>AHK@cÙcWBV@^>&>qPµHK@^>k>AëeJLM´ßHKF´>&QeBEHRQNS
BVWNHKB2QNþ$Zaø;RQBVWN>kQL;RQÊé¼<LM´QNHK@^]Û,;ÊSÊ>&F Ù&;RF´F´HRÝNPV>AP\BV;·þ Z ;RQBVWN>k<LMOQ?HK@^]·Û,;xSL>&FY
è¼BÆM´PnÞ+>&F´FÊõxQL;ÞQBVWNHKB¿SÊ]xQNHKÛ,MIÙaßHR@VMIHK<NFO>a;R@cSÊ>A@VM´QLÜGM´PÆPVJLÝ¨>&@^MO;=@$BV;PCB^HB^M´Ùa;=@^SL>&@^MOQLÜ?Y
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